on statistical modeling. Neither received compensation for their contributions.
The kickoff return in football, in which athletes run at speed toward each other over a long distance with the potential for significant impacts, has been associated with a substantial number of concussions. 1 In 2015 in the Ivy League, a Division 1 conference of 8 private universities in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), kickoffs accounted for 6% of all plays but 21% of concussions. 2 In response, Ivy League football coaches recommended a rule change. In 2016, the kickoff line was moved from the 35-yd to the 40-yd line and the touchback line was moved from the 25-yd to the 20-yd line.
The intention was to have more kickoffs land in the end zone and thereby reduce the likelihood the receiving player will advance the ball, thus increasing touchbacks. However, moving the touchback line to the 20-yd line could cause receivers to try to advance the ball, possibly decreasing touchbacks. We investigated whether the experimental rule was associated with changes in the number of touchbacks and the rate of concussion in kickoffs in Ivy League football.
Methods | Each Ivy League football team has approximately 100 players and plays 10 games per season. Each team participates in the Ivy League's concussion surveillance system, whereby at the start of each season, players are invited to participate using written informed consent.
2 Participants who have a concussion are identified by athletic trainers; concussions are diagnosed by a team physician and entered into a webbased repository. Participation is 95%. From the repository, we identified concussions occurring during regular-season in-conference games during the 5 seasons from 2013 through 2017. Each concussion was evaluated for what type of play it occurred in: kickoff, play from scrimmage, punt, or field-goal or point-after-touchdown attempt. The total number of each play type run each season was accessed from the NCAA archive.
Annual concussion rates before (2013-2015) and after (2016-2017) the 2016 rule, during kickoffs compared with the other play types (that presumably were not affected by the rule change), were analyzed using a difference-in-differences approach. Annual concussion counts were modeled by year and play type, with play counts as exposures, using maximum likelihood Poisson regression to estimate rate differences, difference-in-differences, and 95% confidence intervals. Stata MP 15 (StataCorp) was used for analysis. The University of Pennsylvania institutional review board waived review.
Results | During 68 479 plays from 2013 through 2017, 159 concussions occurred (126 before and 33 after the rule), for an overall concussion rate of 2.3 per 1000 plays. Kickoffs resulting in touchbacks increased from a mean of 17.9% annually before the rule change to 48.0% after. The mean annual concussion rate per 1000 plays during kickoff plays was 10.93 before the rule change and 2.04 after (difference, −8.88; 95% CI, −13.68 to −4.09) (Table) . For other play types, the concussion rate was 2.56 before the rule change and 1.18 after (difference, −1.38; 95% CI, −2.04 to −0.73). The difference-in-differences analysis showed that 7.51 fewer concussions (95% CI, −12.88 to −2.14) occurred for every 1000 kickoff plays after vs before the rule change.
Discussion | The kickoff rule change in Ivy League football was associated with a reduction in concussions. Moving the touchback line 3 and the kickoff line are debated. In 2011, the National Football League moved the kickoff line to the 35-yd line from the 30-yd line. 4 One analysis concluded that this reduced kickoff play injuries overall but not head injuries, 4 but the analysis was vulnerable to bias by not including a control injury rate change. Limitations include possible bias by a rule that in 2016 eliminated full-contact hitting in practices in response to concerns about injuries generally. 5 This rule likely did not 
